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W H O  W E  A R E

MDC and The Harris Poll have partnered to conduct research to monitor the pulse of the American Consumer.

The executive summaries on the pages that follow provide insight into current consumer attitudes and behavior 
and can be used to help navigate the changing industry landscape.  We hope this information proves useful to you 
and your team as you address these changes in real time and strategize for your next moves.

As always, we are here to help. Please don’t hesitate to contact us with any questions you may have.

Positively,

Ryan Linder + The MDC Family  
Global Chief Marketing Officer, EVP

INTRODUCTION
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The following research was conducted between 
December 28-30, 2020 by The Harris Poll. Fielded 

among a nationally representative sample of 
1,967 U.S adults, the newest research demonstrates 
how consumers’ perceptions are rapidly shifting as 

new developments emerge.
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Topic:

A NEW YEAR 
COVID CHECK-IN   
Introduction:
Many hope the year 2021 will bring the long-awaited “return to normal” as vaccine 
distribution ramps up. As we continue through the worst of it with deaths 
surpassing 356,000 Americans, we checked-in with how Americans are feeling 
about the pandemic these winter months.

• After three weeks of seeing healthcare workers receive COVID-19 vaccines, 
Americans are becoming more comfortable with receiving it 
themselves: those very likely to get the vaccine as soon as it is 
available increased 10-pts, from 26% on 12/13 (the day before the first 
vaccines were administered in the U.S.) to 36% this past weekend.

• However, Americans still see a long road ahead: more than three-quarters 
(76%) are concerned to leave their home for essential errands and 78% are 
concerned about another wave, while half (49%) fear they may lose their job 
and 51% fear they could die from the virus.

• Despite the vaccine and a horrific December, two-thirds (67%) of 
Americans say the worst is still ahead of us for COVID, unchanged from 66% 
on October 24th. Seniors, especially, are concerned about the future: 85% 
say the worst is ahead of us vs. only 60% of Gen Z/Millennials.

• And consumers don’t plan to resume most normal activity for half a 
year or more: 49% say it will be more than 6 months before they will fly on a 
plane; 48% before they go to a sporting event; 43% before they will go to a 
party; 40% before they go to the movies; and 27% before they go out to 
dinner.

Implication:
We may be in the new year, but we are still in the darkest days of the pandemic 
with a long way to go before we recognize any semblance of normal. Americans 
may be growing weary of social distancing, but most still see ‘normal’ as a far-off 
dream.
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THE WORKERS 
WHO WON IN THE 
PANDEMIC — AND 
THOSE WHO 
LOST: YAHOO 
FINANCE-HARRIS 
POLL
Introduction:
Last week, a new The Harris Poll survey in collaboration with Kumanu and 
featured in Yahoo Finance written by CEO Will Johnson reveals which workers are 
entering 2021 doing better or worse by four measures - financially, mentally, 
physically and existentially - by 13 job sectors. What did we learn?

• Reporting better overall health were workers in construction, education, 
financial services, retail, sales and marketing, and tech. The biggest 
gains in physical health were in construction — 58% feeling better and 10% 
feeling worse — while the biggest improvements in mental health were in 
sales and marketing, with 56% reporting feeling better and 13% feeling 
worse. Those in tech stand out, too, with 51% ending up physically and 54% 
mentally.

• Those saying they’re entering 2021 in sharply worse health are in health 
care, consulting, office support and real estate. Four in 10 in consulting 
and real estate say their physical health has declined, and over 70% in real 
estate say they’re in poorer shape mentally.

• Feeling less purpose at work, on the other hand, are employees in 
construction, consulting, food and hospitality, office support, public 
services, real estate, retail, and transportation. Fully a third in real estate 
and 21% in consulting say they’re getting less from their jobs than they did 
before the corona crisis.

Implication:
The new year probably will be different for many Americans as vaccines enable 
people to return to work and social behaviors they’ve had to shun. We can’t say 
when the pandemic will end. But there’s one thing we can confidently predict about 
this new normal: We won’t all share its benefits equally.

https://uk.sports.yahoo.com/news/harris-poll-workers-who-won-lost-in-the-pandemic-125931865.html?utm_campaign=The%20Insight%20COVID%20Tracker&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=2&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--phHi9j99udZFjKQl8ElF2rsLn2d-uGkqNUpIAZ8gNClMa_iDEqnAOz0e07evPETfpVs-FL6xBj8dojHXatNzHKnExM6I9LEx8o4mD3Vu8HVmcf3c&utm_content=2&utm_source=hs_email&guccounter=1
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MOST PEOPLE 
WOULD BE 
HAPPY TO NEVER 
SHAKE YOUR 
HAND AGAIN: 
FAST COMPANY-
HARRIS POLL
Introduction:
Despite a yearning for the normalcy of pre-pandemic times, there were some 
changes wrought by the coronavirus era that Americans would like to preserve. In 
a survey conducted exclusively for Fast Company, The Harris Poll asked which 
COVID trends Americans hope will continue after the pandemic subsides. What 
did we find?

• Wave goodbye to handshakes: 30% of respondents said they’d like to 
shake hands with other people less often than before the pandemic, and 26% 
said they wouldn’t want to do it at all. Overall, 54% agreed with the 
statement, “I would be happy to never shake someone’s hand again.”

• Business travelers want to stay grounded: A total 40% of respondents 
said they want to resume business travel less often, or never again after the 
pandemic. Overall, 51% said they would probably travel only “a few times a 
year” for business.

• People want to go back to the office, just not all the time: two-thirds 
(66%) agreed that they would prefer “a mix of in-office and remote work” after 
the pandemic.

• Zoom won’t lose too much steam: 20% said they would like to attend more 
video get-togethers with family and friends even after the pandemic, and 26% 
said they’d keep doing them in the same amount.

Implication:
The pandemic will accelerate many trends that were slow-moving but inevitable, 
such as a virtual meetings and e-commerce, while also bringing about many we 
wouldn’t have anticipated just a year ago - such as the handshake.

https://www.fastcompany.com/90589991/most-people-would-be-happy-to-never-shake-your-hand-again?utm_campaign=The%20Insight%20COVID%20Tracker&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=2&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-_h7kjIYZd7n25kctzOedARB9C6c29bky0fflw62n9XUYNms1gQMR6Fv8lO5vZXH6hyVv2U6-LDGjaNgeH-KS2EEqFYL3oTrN7b9Ab_9cHt5-ifopA&utm_content=2&utm_source=hs_email
https://www.fastcompany.com/90589991/most-people-would-be-happy-to-never-shake-your-hand-again?utm_campaign=The%20Insight%20COVID%20Tracker&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=2&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-_h7kjIYZd7n25kctzOedARB9C6c29bky0fflw62n9XUYNms1gQMR6Fv8lO5vZXH6hyVv2U6-LDGjaNgeH-KS2EEqFYL3oTrN7b9Ab_9cHt5-ifopA&utm_content=2&utm_source=hs_email
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MARIJUANA IS 
REPLACING 
ALCOHOL FOR 
NEARLY HALF OF 
CANNABIS 
CONSUMERS
Introduction:
Last month, a new survey conducted by The Harris Poll on behalf of Curaleaf and 
featured in Forbes looked into how consumers are turning to cannabis during the 
pandemic as a way to escape the stress - often at alcohol’s expense.

• Almost half of cannabis consumers age 21 and up have replaced or reduced 
their alcohol consumption with marijuana since the beginning of the 
coronavirus pandemic, and one-third of those who use cannabis 
recreationally prefer cannabis to drinking alcohol.

• Four in 10 (42%) cannabis consumers said that they had either started or 
increased their consumption during the pandemic, while 45% said they had 
replaced or reduced alcohol use with cannabis.

• Among those who said they had increased their cannabis consumption since 
the start of the pandemic, 54% said that they did so to reduce stress and 
anxiety, 50% to help them relax, and 48% said they did so to help them 
sleep.

• Of those who said they use marijuana recreationally, a third (33%) said that 
they prefer cannabis over alcohol.

Implication:
“Since the start of the pandemic, we have seen an increase in new consumers at 
our dispensaries [...] and the increasing diversity among consumers who enjoy it 
will continue as the general public become more interested in incorporating 
cannabis in their health and wellness routines,” said Joe Bayern, president of 
Curaleaf.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/ajherrington/2021/12/31/marijuana-is-replacing-alcohol-for-nearly-half-of-cannabis-consumers-during-the-pandemic/?sh=2bc741111fb6&utm_campaign=The%20Insight%20COVID%20Tracker&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=2&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--Wd4aMTO3pa84VkJgr-zyak3BsxVEAiJmqHfnARGBM8WtASs92zXLFc08Hc-ohYhFGoYQmnpdPc_j7al0FXVFJkGJdy_UdNAhVc-H63ZGuc3LDfA4&utm_content=2&utm_source=hs_email
https://www.forbes.com/sites/ajherrington/2021/12/31/marijuana-is-replacing-alcohol-for-nearly-half-of-cannabis-consumers-during-the-pandemic/?sh=2bc741111fb6&utm_campaign=The%20Insight%20COVID%20Tracker&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=2&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--Wd4aMTO3pa84VkJgr-zyak3BsxVEAiJmqHfnARGBM8WtASs92zXLFc08Hc-ohYhFGoYQmnpdPc_j7al0FXVFJkGJdy_UdNAhVc-H63ZGuc3LDfA4&utm_content=2&utm_source=hs_email
https://www.forbes.com/sites/ajherrington/2021/12/31/marijuana-is-replacing-alcohol-for-nearly-half-of-cannabis-consumers-during-the-pandemic/?sh=2bc741111fb6&utm_campaign=The%20Insight%20COVID%20Tracker&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=2&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--Wd4aMTO3pa84VkJgr-zyak3BsxVEAiJmqHfnARGBM8WtASs92zXLFc08Hc-ohYhFGoYQmnpdPc_j7al0FXVFJkGJdy_UdNAhVc-H63ZGuc3LDfA4&utm_content=2&utm_source=hs_email
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AMERICANS 
AREN’T (TOO) 
CONCERNED 
OVER VACCINE 
ALLERGIC 
REACTIONS
Introduction:
As more and more Americans receive a COVID-19 vaccine, some will experience 
an allergic reaction. Are Americans concerned that news of recipients having an 
adverse reaction makes the vaccine too big of a risk?

• Unknown side-effects are one of the reasons Americans remain skeptical of 
receiving a COVID-19 vaccine: more than three-quarters (78%) of 
Americans are concerned about potential side effects of a COVID-19 
vaccine. Just under half (42%) have heard about people who have received 
a COVID-19 having an allergic reaction.

• Americans are evenly divided over whether hearing about allergic 
reactions has an impact on their likelihood to get the vaccine: 50% say 
they are less likely to get it, while 50% say it doesn’t have an impact.

• Age - and likely how threatening COVID itself can be - plays an 
important role when deciding to take the vaccine: while only 29% of 
Seniors say news of allergic reactions makes them less likely to receive a 
vaccine, 38% of Boomers say they are less likely, 59% of Gen X and 68% of 
Gen Z/Millennials.

• Fuel for Vaccine Skeptics: One-third (32%) of the public say its cause for 
concern, while (49%) say it is a normal part of receiving a vaccine. Nearly 
half (47%) of those not likely to get the vaccine say its cause for concern (vs. 
only 23% of those who are likely to get the vaccine).

Implication:
STAT News reports how last month the CDC said “people who have experienced 
severe reactions to prior vaccines or injectable drugs can still get the Pfizer/
BioNTech vaccine for COVID-19, but should discuss the risks with their doctors 
and be monitored for 30 minutes afterward.”

https://www.statnews.com/2020/12/13/cdc-says-people-with-history-of-severe-allergic-reactions-can-get-covid-19-vaccine/?utm_campaign=The%20Insight%20COVID%20Tracker&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=2&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-_VEty07pnGedeu4j-tPiXOd4_OZ01IjarY2eixh4mOm6vab3iq_SioDvKk5vZLub8pJFOHzFLC1K9Czp-oGh2JVYCM373dSlc3yacUGPwVx_TXBww&utm_content=2&utm_source=hs_email
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Global Chief Marketing Officer, EVP, MDC Partners
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jgerzema@harrisinsights.com
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